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Members of the LIBE committee, thank you for the invitation to testify before you today, and thank you
for seeking out the advice of technical experts. In my testimony before you today, I will make two main
points.
First, that the mobile telephone networks in Europe are not safe – from the American intelligence
agencies, from the Russians, the Chinese and other governments too.
Second, that European policy makers and regulators have had ample warning about serious security
flaws that expose European citizens’ communications to interception. Sadly, these warnings have often
been ignored, or worse, instead of fixing the flaws, they have been exploited by European law
enforcement and intelligence agencies.
The security of mobile networks
In October of this year, the topic of mobile phone privacy instantly became an issue of significant
political concern after journalists writing for Der Spiegel revealed that the US National Security Agency
(NSA) had for years monitored the mobile telephone calls of German Chancellor Angela Merkel.1
Subsequent reporting also revealed that the phone spying was conducted by a joint NSA/CIA unit, which
operates out of 80 US embassies and consulates.2
Ordinarily, it should not matter that mobile phone signals can be intercepted as they pass through the
air. The security of the mobile telephone network should not depend upon the difficulty of recording the
signals, but rather, there should be other security technologies in use that protect our calls.
For example, we all regularly use open WiFi networks at coffee shops and hotels to conduct sensitive
tasks such as sending emails and online banking. Although these WiFi networks are not secure, the
Internet services we use over the WiFi networks are themselves secure. The “lock icon” you see in your
web browser when you login to your bank’s website, to Google or Facebook is an indication that your
interactions with those sites are secure, even if the WiFi network you are using is not.
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Sadly, there is no “lock icon” built into our mobile phones. The security that is built into mobile
telephone networks is decades old, very weak, and in fact, quite thoroughly broken. As such, there is
little protecting our calls from the NSA, or in fact, any other government.
European governments use mobile phone interception technology
The security vulnerabilities in “GSM” mobile telephone networks exploited by the NSA have been known
in Europe for nearly two decades. For example, Rohde & Schwarz, a German company, is generally
believed in 1997 to have created the first commercial device capable of intercepting mobile telephone
calls.3 Several other European companies, including firms in Germany, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom manufacture and sell similar surveillance products that are capable of exploiting long-standing
security flaws in mobile telephone networks to intercept calls and monitor nearby phones.4
The customers of these surveillance companies include law enforcement and intelligence agencies in
several European countries. Although this technology is generally introduced and used in secret, in
Germany, it has been used and regulated in a relatively transparent manner. For example, German law
regulates the use of this technology by government agencies,5 and requires statistical reports be
published each year.6 Moreover, it has been the subject of several formal parliamentary questions,7 as
well as a decision from the German Constitutional Court permitting their use.8
This of course means that your own law enforcement and intelligence agencies know that telephone
networks in your respective countries can be spied on by anyone with the right equipment. They know
this, because they have purchased and are using this equipment for surveillance. Furthermore, as
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European companies are manufacturing and then exporting this technology outside your own borders, it
is likely that other government agencies, such as national telecommunications regulators and export
permit granting agencies, also know about the long-standing telephone network security flaws, and the
technologies that can exploit them.
The globalization of surveillance

It would be one thing if this technology were only manufactured by European companies and sold to
European governments. However, that is not the case. Companies in the United States, China, Russia,
India and Israel sell similar technology, to their own governments, and to other governments as part of
the five billion dollar global market for commercial surveillance technology.9 Mobile telephone
interception devices are reportedly among the “bestselling items” exhibited at surveillance industry
trade shows.10
Indeed, a few weeks after it was revealed that the United States was spying on the telephone calls of
Chancellor Merkel, media reports revealed that China, Russia, The United Kingdom and North Korea
were also intercepting her calls too.11 Even if the American government keeps its promise to stop spying
on the calls of Chancellor Merkel, no amount of political pressure will stop these and other governments
from using their spying equipment. If the telephone can be intercepted, they will be intercepted those
governments capable of doing so. If you don’t want your calls to be intercepted, this means you must do
something about it.
Clear warnings

During the past few years, prominent security researchers have repeatedly warned about the flaws in
mobile telephone networks that these “government-grade” surveillance devices exploit. Although
interception once required a $50,000 commercial surveillance device to intercept calls, it is now possible
for researchers, hobbyists, and hackers to build their own interception devices for a few hundred
dollars. For example, in 2010, a security researcher intercepted calls from the phones of audience
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members at the DEF CON security conference in Las Vegas.12 Mobile telephone interception technology
has been democratized.13
In spite of the repeated warnings by researchers, telecommunications regulators in Europe (and in my
own country) have ignored the security problems. Likewise, the major telephone service providers have
neither been forced to improve the security of their networks nor warn their customers about the risks.
As you continue your inquiry, I strongly encourage you to look into the widespread failure of European
telecommunications regulators to protect your telephone networks against the threat of interception by
governments using technologies that are now widely available. It should not have taken the leaks by
Edward Snowden to get policy makers to start thinking about the security of your telephone networks.
Securing your communications networks
If you do not wish for the Americans, the Russians, the Chinese or any other foreign government to spy
on the phone calls of your policy makers, business leaders and journalists, you must take action.
However, protecting your telephone networks from such surveillance threats will also require the largescale deployment of advanced encryption technologies that will thwart your own law enforcement and
intelligence agencies’ use of the same interception technology.
Your senior political leaders likely already have government-issued encrypted telephones, although, I
suspect, few, if any members of this committee have them. These devices are usually quite expensive,
although communications security does not have to be a luxury. In fact, freely available open-source
encrypted voice communication software apps already exist, which anyone can download and use
today.
The real question, is whether you are ready to promote, or, better, to provide all of your citizens with
the same degree of communications confidentiality (and thus protection from wiretapping, by
governments foreign and domestic) that your own political leaders already enjoy. I strongly urge you to
take action to protect the communications of all Europeans, through the use of privacy enhancing
technology.
Thank you.
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